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Considerable emphasis is given to methodology. One of the great difficulties that a teacher of
ethics ordinarily encounters is a failure on the part of students to think logically -- or a perhaps
even more hazardous failure to adapt the rules of formal validity to the matter in hand.
The meaning of ethics --On method in ethics --The pursuit of pleasure --The philosophy of
power --The sense of duty --Ethical rationalism --Humanism --Religious ethics --Problems of
selfhood --Egoism and social good --Toward community --The problem of social justice --Our
business civilization --The basis of political authority --Postulates of ethics --Ideals and
beliefs. A critical introduction to ethics [Philip Ellis Wheelwright] on bongodogdesigns.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. An introductory textbook to philosophical
ethicsAuthor: Philip Ellis Wheelwright. Critical Introduction To Ethics Ethics: a contemporary
introduction (routledge, ethics: a contemporary introduction introduces the issues and
controversies of contemporary moral philosophy it gets students to struggle with the big
questions of morality while it also relates these.
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